Richland Section Board Meeting
Wednesday, 12/12/2018, 6:03 PM at BSEL 202 WSU Tri City Campus
12/12/18
Start: 6:03 pm
Attendance: Ram Devanathan, Kristin Omberg (online), Sandy Fiskum (online), Deepika Malhotra,
Mariefel Olarte, Shirmir Branch, Anna Cavinato (online), Susan Asmussen, Janet Bryant (online), Megan
Nims, Steve Krogsrud

1.
Minutes of November meeting, Mariefel – Minutes was not sent out in time for review and so
will be approved in the next meeting.
2.
Treasurer’s Report, Sandy – Received $2k for the Local Section Leadership Development grant
and the return of deposit from the City of Richland ($425). We spent $112.85 for gift certificate prizes for
CBC poster presenters, $889.03 for catering, $16.22 to Mariefel for water and check to Society of Women
Engineers-Southeast Washington for $250. Ram inquired about the $50 gift card for Ms. Gail Broome.
This was already purchased in November and the gift certificate was left with Kristin. Kristin confirmed
that she got it, together with the certificate and asked if she should mail it out. Ram is unsure if Ms.
Broome is still at the address that she gave to ACS because he was not able to get any response from her –
compared to contacting Mr. Soldat. We received a response from his family. His son and daughter-in-law
attended the Annual event and enjoyed it. We do not want to send the certificate and gift card to a deadend address. Ram suggested that instead, we can re-use the card for next year since it was already
expensed. For example, give it to the Science Café speaker or in any of the YCC or WCC events. Janet
objected and stated that it was meant for the 50-year member and we need to spend more energy tracking
her down. Ram will put some more effort to do so.
3.
Washington College Chemistry Conference Support, Kristin – Kristin looked up info regarding
the conference. It was in Leavenworth last year and that it’s a chemistry teachers meeting. She asked if
others know more about the meeting. Anna clarified whether it is affiliated with the Washington
Teacher’s Association (as compared to the Oregon Teacher’s Association that they have in Oregon).
Anna has not attended any of the Oregon meetings before. Ram confirmed that the requested amount was
up to $500, can be $150 - $500. Frannie is one of their speakers and she might be a good person to contact
regarding the event. Since more information was needed, this became another item that will be decided on
next year. Anna commented that she was supportive, as they are likely part of the Washington Science
Association, and they have workshops for continuing education for teachers. It might also be good for the
local section to be a presence in the workshop, through the contribution, and be known. Kristin agreed.
Kristin also inquired about Frannie and Ram mentioned that Frannie was a past chair and a constant
presence in the group. Until recently (before maternity leave), she had been a very active volunteer and
had done a lot for the local section.
4.
Proposed 2019 Budget, Sandy – Presented the proposed budget to a few folks and then sent it
online to all the Board members. Sandy noted that we will be spending a lot more money than last year,
from about $14k to about $23k. We expect to get questions from our membership regarding the increase.
Ram mentioned that one point to raise is that we are not here to raise revenue. The whole reason to raise
funds during NORM was so we can have activities that disseminate chemistry knowledge to the public
and support WCC, etc. Sandy pointed out though that at an increased burn rate of extra $10k/year, we will
blow through the available money in 3 years. For consideration, as with the $500 request, we can remove
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some of the smaller requests and the budget should likely become smaller. Ram pointed out that budgets
are usually aspirational. In his previous term, they submitted a budget with deficit but still ended up in the
black. We tend to be usually very prudent in our spending. Kristin noted that in New Mexico, they had
budgets bigger than how much they actually spent. They also presented budget trends, i.e. the budget for
this year based on the budget in the previous year. They tended to budget conservatively so that they will
not be in the red. She is not familiar with the current membership. Sandy commented that the budget will
be passed but will likely garner lots of comments. Ram pointed out that it may then be prudent to send the
budget out through the newsletter and/or have a membership meeting, e.g. through a Science Café, and
members can then express their opinions in person. Other board members think this is a good idea.
Another suggestion by Janet is to have a pizza and beverage party to discuss the budget and entice people
to attend. This event will need to be included in the budget. Steve pointed out that in the bylaws, the
budget needs to be voted on the last week of March and members need to have access to it 3 weeks before
(by first week of March). It was recommended that the budget be sent to the membership for approval by
early February since we need to be able to spend. The question was asked of the committee if there was
any question regarding any of the specific items in the budget. Steve commented that the budget for the
newsletter, public relations and web update was conservative and there is more than enough money. He
reported that Alice Xu is back in the country and once again volunteered to help with the newsletter. She
can do a newsletter without the need for graphics support, which Steve uses, so there are expected savings
there. Sandy asked if Steve recommends that the allocation be scaled back to $500. Steve thought it can
go to $600. Last year, about $650 was actually used and the year before, it was $561, because Alice didn’t
need the extra cost. It was proposed to leave the allocation as it is. A move to approve the budget by the
executive committee was made and it was approved. It was suggested that the budget, with the new set of
officers as well as Kristin’s agenda be included in the newsletter. We should also announce a Science
Café in January where we will also discuss the budget, perhaps, at the Richland Community Center. We
will provide more sedate beverages to refrain from going through all the work associated with serving
alcohol.
5. Closing the books on NORM, Janet – Janet and Sandy had been in detailed discussion. They are still
working on closing out with the City of Richland. They just got another paperwork request, requesting
our tax id so that they can cut the check for the promised $3k. Last week was the final accounting from
ACS and their final distribution of funds was included in the NORM budget. Janet is also working with
Sharon Betterton on closing down the website such as making sure that the award winners were
mentioned and having a thank you message for participation. Janet noted that the NORM 2019 website
page looks amazingly similar to the NORM 2018 one, with updated information. Sharon was hired by
them as well. Janet was on weekly contact with the NORM 2019 organizers, helping them to be
successful as well. The event will be held in Portland State University. As for the final reporting, Janet
received most of all the reports and now need to thread/collate and organize them all together so that a
draft report will be out to the executive committee by January. Janet also contacted the NOR Board’s
treasurer, Richard Nash, but only got his voicemail to follow up on whether they will cash the $3k loan
check. Sandy also needs to accomplish IRS forms with regards to the payment to the webmaster. Sandy
and Janet also need to have a month-by-month expenditure list that has cost items in the last 14 or so
months in a different format that is required by ACS. We already have all the data. The goal is to close
down the NORM 2018 checkbook by January and transfer the amount to the main section. Anna raised a
question with regards to the NORM 2019 dates. She noted that they are really strange because that week
is graduation and will thus be in conflict with Portland State, Oregon State, Eastern Oregon and
University of Oregon graduation schedules. Janet explained that there was a long debate but those are the
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only dates that the only section willing to host NORM, the facility/venue and hotel are all available. It is
likely that attendance will not be as much as in NORM 2018 because of this conflict.
Ram noted that the NOR Board needs a percentage of our proceeds. Janet will get the exact the actual
values.

6. Festival of Trees, Anna – Anna noted that they continue to use the supplies given by the National
Institute for Stem Education (NISE). EOU hosted a table of activities at the Festival of Trees, a large
community fair after the auction by the Soroptimists. The Soroptimists fund the Girls-in-Science activity.
Their table had a hundred of children and so it was very successful. Also, the president chose to honor the
Chemistry Club at the Festival. There was a Chemist Tree, which was decorated with test tubes, cylinders
and other things chemistry. A couple of students keep adding dry ice and the smoky effect was great.
Anna also reported that EOU is now planning for two Saturday Science events. There was none in 2018
because they underwent a transition and there was no one to help with the logistics. That has now been
rectified. They planned to have one in February in Ontario and one in the Umatilla Reservation. These
will likely focus on space chemistry as well as use the materials from NISE. They have the full support of
EOU to re-activate this program. For more information, they will have flyers. Information may also be
placed in the newsletter. Anna was commended for doing a great job in this area. Steve followed up with
a request for information to include in the newsletter. Anna said that she will give Steve some materials,
including pictures for the Festival of Trees event. There was again a reminder to document activities with
lots of pictures, especially with the Annual Report coming up.
Lastly, after the Geezerfest, Scott Smith contacted Anna and gave a great talk to EOU regarding his
research at PNNL as well as the internship opportunities. There are at least two students applying for the
SULI program. The successful visit can be added as a local section event since it stemmed from the
GeezerFest. One of the two EOU students who are applying for SULI have been in contact with the guest
speaker, John Lafemina and this was also a great outcome of the event.
7. Election, Kristin – Kristin noted that we encountered some issues in the election when some of the
ballots bounced back. We had some help in identifying them. Other local sections and divisions had the
same problem. The issue as due to the service that we used. Steve found an article from ACS and they
suggested using Survey Monkey. We used Survey Moz. Other local sections and divisions are already
discussing the issues that they encountered and it was expected that this will be a hot topic at the Spring
ACS meeting.
Kristin enumerated the new set of officers. Sandy, for the chair elect, Shirmir, as secretary and Deepika as
treasurer. She mentioned that she is looking forward to serving the section next year and the rest of this
year with the newly elected team.
8. IP Grant for Presentation Skills, Ram – We need to put this away because there is an opportunity to
request a $3k grant once the previous one closes. Ram was hoping that Vanda would attend the meeting
or call in to present her plans but instead, we received an e-mail where she mentioned that she planned to
have the workshop in January, that there will be a reception and a set of questionnaire. She requested
additional funding of $400 from the section on top of the $750 grant. The request was opened for
discussion. Janet expressed a No vote for the request, citing that with the IP Grant and the additional
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funding from PNNL that she mentioned, she would need to scale down her plans and work within the
budget that was available. This was seconded by Ram. Kristin mentioned that she tried to steer Vanda
towards using more ACS branding. If this was the case, then Kristin will be more inclined to consider the
request. However at this point, she agreed with the current sentiment. As pointed out, there was no agenda
or other clear plans proposed as well as an estimate of the potential impact to current ACS members. A
social with a questionnaire can be easily implemented, even at WSU. As background, Janet pointed out
that we did request for a much larger amount but ACS only allowed $750. There was plenty of previous
discussions on whether we should accept the funding or return it to LSAC, citing that we cannot do what
we planned with the scaled down amount. However, it pushed through and we accepted the money. It was
good that there is potential for additional funding from PNNL but currently, this grant is past due and the
additional amount requested is not yet included in the proposed budget. We could have turned down the
grant when we can but since it was accepted, the intent should be accomplished within the budget. The
idea from Janet to finish the grant within the already approved funding level was put into motion and was
accepted by the executive committee. Ram will inform Vanda about the decision. Janet noted that the
electronic report needs to be submitted at the end of the January else we will not be eligible to submit for
another grant.
9. Publicity Makeover Report and Suggestions, Steve – Discussion on the report submitted by ACS
CPRC that consisted of suggestions after the CPRC evaluated our website. Steve mentioned that we are
implementing some of the ideas already. The website does need a makeover and the report has some good
suggestions. Steve formed a small committee to take a look at the website and review it. Two of the three
folks sent recommendations that Steve can e-mail to everyone. He had met with them yesterday. Steve
noted that their recommendation align with the recommendations from the ACS CPRC. The amount in
the budget, $400, is probably not adequate but we will get a better idea once the scope needed to work on
the website was defined. Steve also noted that Janet suggested that we can then contact the web content
person who worked on the NORM website and work with her to figure out how much is needed. We
might also consider submitting a grant for next year for additional funding. Steve additionally pointed out
a section in the report that might be a little problematic – that is, the use of social media (LinkedIn,
Facebook, Twitter). Steve would need someone in the committee who knows something about these tools
because he doesn’t. Ram noted that Facebook and Twitter accounts need to have a following. It will need
time commitment to constantly send out tweets/content. Steve’s conversation with Matt Monroe also
amounted to the same conclusion. Sandy suggested that we focus on the website first and then after that,
engage with someone from the next generation who is savvy on social media to take ownership of it for
the section. Ram will communicate this to the CPRC, together with the material that Steve has from his
small committee.
10. Updates – Janet noted that we owe the NOR Board a 20% cut from our NORM 2018 revenues.
Mariefel noted Frannie’s e-mail regarding her status. Ram noted that if she has time and is willing,
Frannie is always welcome. She has served this section very well and there is no doubt that she can
comeback. We need the information for the list that needs to be submitted to HQ regarding the new set of
officers. On WCC, Shirmir reported that the speakers for Hanford History agreed to speak on March 1st.
Heather, who is the contracts contact, will send the contract for the venue soon for us to sign. For the
newsletter, Steve mentioned that there are three things: (1) tour survey; (2) question regarding interest on
strategic planning; and, (3) WCC is looking for members. Kristin will look at the results of the tour
survey. She noted that no one responded on the strategic planning. Kristin mentioned that there was a
planned meeting the following Monday with ACS regarding the strategic planning committee. Kristin
will send the meeting link to everybody. Sandy asked if ACS has a recommendation on how many people
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should attend the strategic planning retreat. Kristin thinks it is between 12 – 15 people. Sandy suggested
that we identify who we would like to recruit to help, making it cross-generation. We got the women
covered, how about young men?
11. Closing out the year, Ram – This year was Ram’s 2nd term to have served the section as chair (he got
“Janetted” twice). He thanked everyone for their participation, especially the WCC for their constant
presence and active participation. He especially thanked Janet also for her glowing recommendation to
his line manager for his SDR. Janet noted that certificates from Allison should be in the e-mail. He noted
that the local section is solid and is now passing on the gavel to Kristin. Kristin commented that there are
big shoes to fill. Janet inquired whether Ram had received the past chair pin. She will make sure that it
gets ordered and that he has it. Anna also inquired whether he had received the plaque from ACS
regarding his participation for Project SEED that was supposed to be given during the Geezerfest. Janet
also have a NORM plaque that Ram will get as program chair.
Janet noted that IPG proposals are due on Feb. 1.
Meeting adjourned:
7:00 pm
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